ASERL / SOCIETY PUBLISHERS COALITION
FOCUS GROUP
24 SEPTEMBER 2020

Organized by https://www.informationpower.co.uk/
Sponsored by https://www.knowledgeunlatched.org/oable/

WELCOME!
MODERATOR: Alicia Wise, Information Power Consulting

SCHOLARLY SOCIETY REPRESENTATIVES:
• Biochemical Society / Portland Press: Malavika Legge & Paul Wearmouth
• The Company of Biologists: Richard Grove
• Microbiology Society: Gaynor Redvers-Mutton
• Royal Society: Graham Anderson & Nan Frost
• International Water Association / IWA Publishing: Rod Cookson & Sara Bosshart
ASERL DEANS’ PANEL:
• University of Florida: Judy Russell
• Vanderbilt University: Nancy Godleski
• Virginia Tech: Tyler Walters

ASERL Code of Conduct

◦ No discrimination or harassment, in-person or
online.
◦ Includes unwelcome or offensive verbal comments,
nonverbal expressions, or behaviors.

◦ Report issues to ASERL staff or Board.
◦ Reports are confidential.
◦ Violators may be warned, sanctioned, or expelled.
◦ ASERL may also notify the accused person’s
employer of the reported incident.

◦ 10:30am ET

Welcome / Introductions

◦ 10:40am ET

Definition of Terms / Shared Understandings

◦ 10:50am ET
Presentations

Scholarly Society Panel / Lightning

◦

Malavika Legge and Paul Wearmouth, Biochemical Society / Portland
Press

◦

Richard Grove and Samantha Burke, The Company of Biologists

◦

Graham Anderson and Nan Frost, Royal Society

◦
◦

Rod Cookson and Sara Bosshart, International Water Association /
IWA Publishing
Gaynor Redvers-Mutton, Microbiology Society

◦ 11:10am ET

ASERL Deans' Reaction Panel

◦ 11:20am ET

Q&A discussion

◦ 11:50am ET

Summary / wrap-up / next steps

◦ 12:00pm ET

Adjourn

Agenda

Definitions and Shared Understanding
◦ Open Access (published article open and freely available with CC reuse license) rather than public
access.
◦ Participant publishers are independent, selective, and seek to transition to OA in ways that work well for
researchers, libraries, and their organisations.
◦ They are informed by principles co-developed between librarians and society publishers during the
Society Publishers Accelerating Open access and Plan S (SPA-OPS) project:
◦
◦
◦
◦

cost neutral and based on current spend as it will take time to develop new pricing models
based on actual author behaviour and not estimated publishing volumes
no caps on the number of articles published by corresponding authors affiliated to a participating organisation
Current spend is not a desirable or sustainable basis on which to price OA agreements going forward, and libraries and
publishers will work together to develop new pricing models.

◦ An equitable approach to future pricing is needed, one that does not push systemic costs only on to the
shoulders of research-intensive universities and instead recognises that value is provided to authors, readers,
institutions, and society. Future pricing approaches will be transparent and equitable around the world.

Our transformative (Tx) offer
We want to transition towards full open-access. Our Tx offer provides:
1.

Access to the five-journal package including all Portland Press hybrid journals (on the left
below)

2.

Unlimited OA publishing in all journals without any transactional APCs

3.

Includes ‘APC-free’ OA-publishing in the five hybrid and two full-OA journals (on the right)

Additional notes on the Tx offer
•

Post-termination access rights are ensured

•

Default Creative Commons licensing; depending on journal and author
choice, this will be either CC BY or CC BY-NC-ND

•

Dedicated ‘APC-less’ author workflows supporting OA along the publishing
process. Authors are informed the deal has been
arranged by their institution’s library.

•

Annual reporting on publishing information

•

Excel-format metadata supporting institutional
repository needs

•

COUNTER5 usage statistics and other information
via a new, upgraded publishing platform for 2020

•

No submission fees, no page fees, no colour charges

For more information, visit portlandpress.com/OpenScholarship or email sales@portlandpress.com

ASERL
Read & Publish
Presentation

Highlights and
Benefits of our
Read and Publish
initiative

• Free and unlimited Open Access publishing for
corresponding authors under CC-BY licence terms.
• Unlimited “read” access to all our subscription
journals, with perpetual access to content dating
back to 1853.
• Supports institutions and researchers working to
comply with Plan S and other funder mandates.
• Cost-neutral transition to Open Access, with
transparent pricing.
• Ease of administration – single fee covers
“read” and “publish” so no separate article
processing charges (APC).
• Automatic identification of corresponding authors.

+

Subscription
Price
2021
$8,000

Our three hybrid journals

Average
APC Spend
2017/18/19
$2,000

=

Simple Pricing
Quality Journals

2/3 year price freeze

Read & Publish
Annual Fee
2021

$10,000

Find out more at
www.biologists.com/read-publish

If you have any further questions
Please contact Richard Grove at
subscriptions@biologists.com

Launching Read & Publish for 2021
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Principles for the model…
Price calculation based on:
•
corresponding author data to support the model
•
current 2021 PACKAGE subscription spend, plus
•
average annual APC spend over 2 years to stabilise peaks and troughs [ for 2021, we will
use 2018 + 2019 as this data is complete ], plus
•
average OA membership fee if applicable [ for 2021, we will use 2018 + 2019 amounts ]
Provides the institutions with:
•
uncapped OA publishing across the portfolio for Pack S = 8 hybrids + 2 gold OA journals
•
seamless and ‘fee free’ at point of use for the author to reduce admin, using our
current workflows
•
full access to journal portfolio, dating back to 1665
•
perpetual access retained for annual journal content
•
1 year deal, reviewed and revised for following year

…simple & sustainable
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R&P is available to everyone and will particularly suit…
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Current package subscribers
Research intensives with consistent output
Institutions with irregular research output
Institutions with limited funds for publishing
Faculties where APC funding was not available previously
New customers where RS has been on a wish list for some time
Any university with an OA policy that supports transformative agreements

…contact us for your pricing
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Response to R&P in North America – Anecdotal Evidence

▪ Mid-size to large research institutions
▪ Phases of interest:
▪
▪
▪
▪

Curious and/or Skeptical
Exploratory - Interested but no plans for immediate action
Interested – Actively reviewing plans
Adoption – Requested quote and adopted R&P quickly

Wednesday, 30 September 2020
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IWA Publishing
•

Part of the International Water Association, a UK charity

•

Our goal is to improve global health

•

We publish 15 journals about clean drinking water, safe sanitation and
flood management

•

11 journals have Impact Factors

•

Publish 1,700 articles annually and have an archive of 39,000 articles
online

United Kingdom | Jisc

IWA Publishing Read & Publish Agreements
Full access to the entire IWA Publishing portfolio

Austria | KEMÖ

Unlimited Open Access publication in any IWAP journal
Pricing/term
•
•
•

2-3 years
Cost neutral: initial rate based on historic
subscription + APC spend
Subsequent years: flat rate or rate linked
to change in publications

Admin

Sweden

Netherlands

• Eligible authors automatically
identified and APCs waived
• Single annual invoice
+ 51 other
institutions

IWA Publishing Read & Publish Agreements
•

51 new institutions have access to our
journals

•

Open access publication for all Austrian
output

•

Increase in usage across the board

•

77% increase in OA publications from
participating institutions

THE IMPACT OF TRANSFORMATIVE DEALS
Gaynor Redvers-Mutton
g.redvers-mutton@microbiologysociety.org

Background
In 2020 the Microbiology Society
launched a transformative agreement
badged as Publish and Read, offering
unlimited OA publishing across the
portfolio as well as unlimited read
access.
Key stats
Participants
• Jisc: 34 UK institutions
• CAUL: 17 institutions in
Australia & New Zealand
• 13 other institutions worldwide

20%

Paywalled
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OA distribution 2020
Journal 6
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Outer: ½Y 2020

Journal 5
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82%
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Journal 1
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Articles published
• 23 in OA journals
• 37 in hybrid journals
• 47 new-to-us authors
• Uneven spread across portfolio
Read access
• We dropped our paywall in
April due to COVID-19
• Usage spiked but not via
institutional COUNTER
measurable access routes

Open questions

What we’ve learned

• How do we develop P&R to
help transform to full OA?
• How can we manage the
uneven pace of OA uptake?
• How can we maintain a
simple model suitable for an
organisation of our size?
• What can we do through
collective action?

• Consortia are key change agents,
• Single-institution conversion a
slower route
• Managing expectations to
maintain simplicity will be
challenging
• Better data collation/synthesis
across our publishing systems is
needed

